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– january 2013 journals 1. Ägypten und levante 21 (2011) call number: j/Äul/21 2. annual of the department of
antiquities of jordan 55 (2011) call number: j/daja/55 recasting the nation: heroes, monuments, and
state ... - recasting the nation: heroes, monuments, and state-building in post-independence kazakhstan april
24 – august 18, 2017 ... shape the collectively imagined past in a way consistent with its overt goal of
constructing a de- ... collecting examples of relevant literature and other media. rethinking the 2000 acrl
standards - eric - three rethinks to consider in recasting the standards for information literacy in action for
the coming decades. ... studies of students over the past 30 years (kuhlthau, 2004). these studies show a ...
research process as a simple collecting and presenting assignment that leads to copying and pasting with little
real learning. with language teaching strategies and techniques used to ... - language teaching
strategies and techniques used to support students learning in a language other than their mother tounge .
natascha thomson, kongsberg international school . 2012 . executive summary . 2 . table of contents. notes
from the director - brandeis university - notes from the director greetings from the peacebuilding and the
arts program. ... honor the past and delight the present through stories jo radner, folklorist, storyteller, and
performance coach, creates and ... she also teaches techniques for collecting, archiving, and presenting local
folklore and oral history. watch video. enlightenment borders: pre- and post-modern discourses ... these essays elsewhere over the past twenty-two years, and he introduces ... the essays nor the notes for this
collection. "disguise," he writes in his acknowledgments, "plays no role in the act of collecting and presenting
them here, and the fact is that these essays were written ... been the case, or to glaze over this plain fact by ...
dc caucus happy hour archives month preparations ... - i look forward to presenting the award to her on
archives and history day.” for a ... century: recasting narratives of u.s. history (cornell university press, 2012).
professor orsi is ... and benefit collecting institutions throughout the state through enhanced safety and
security for the art facilitation tools for meetings and workshops - facilitation tools for meetings and
workshops 7. ideastorms 10 – 30 minutes; 5 – 15 people a tool for sparking creative thinking and helping to
quickly gather a large number of ideas. begin by stating the issue to be ideastormed. ask people to call out all
their ideas as fast as possible – without censoring factional stories: creating a methodological space for
... - factional stories were not the ends of research, presenting or communicating data or analyses, but were
employed as a heuristic means to gather rich, meaningful data and deepen inquiry. through this example, i
raise the question: what might we learn about the teaching of music, if we view story as both the source and
representation of knowledge and catherine l. whalen - bard graduate center - catherine l. whalen page 5
conference papers commentary, "nation-state consumption," consuming objects: negotiating relationships with
the material world, the 12th annual material culture symposium for emerging scholars, center for material
culture studies at the university of delaware, winterthur museum, april 12, 2014. financial statement
analysis 2014–2015 - deca inc - two (2) companies from the same industry, preparing a written analysis,
and then presenting their findings and recommendations. for 2014–2015, participants will analyze financial
statements for jetblue airways and southwest airlines. this event was created in response to the career
opportunities available for college graduates in the accounting next flight of tom sachs’ space program
takes off at park ... - perspective on the past, present, and future of space exploration.” evident in space
program: mars, and in sachs’ practice at-large, is a compulsive tinkerer’s mentality and ribald wit. beneath this
is a conceptual underpinning that addresses serious and profound issues—namely the commodification of
abstract concepts.
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